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Why Does Atlanta Have a
Special Urban Forest?
Atlanta developed at a low density
because of new highways, unlike
other major cities that built densely
before the auto age.
u Development skipped
over “unbuildable” steep forested
slopes and stream corridors.
u Pre-1960s homes were often built
with minimal grading and trees
were saved for shade.
u
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Tear-downs/bigger houses now the norm
Topsoils now removed (yet
they are best for stormwater
retention)

Clearing & mass grading à
losing nearly all back & side
yard trees
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95% of Atlanta’s trees and
forest is on private
property.
Nearly 80% is located in
single-family-residential
zoning
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Arbor Ave., East Lake
August 2018

Atlanta is losing trees at alarming rate
Ø 5th

worst city in US in tree loss

Ø 3rd

worst city in US in
temperature rise

Ø Current

ordinance allows tree
removal for a fee that is too
insignificant to be a deterrent

Ø Tree

loss causes significant cost to
City and taxpayers

Ø Tree

loss causes extra cost and
losses in human health
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Citizens Group – Who Are We?
Ø

Who: Over 20 citizens from across the city
including planners, architects, engineers,
lawyers, developers, builders, naturalists,
interested citizens.

Ø

Why: Plan. Dept. repeatedly ignored the citizen
input they requested as part of the Tree
Ordinance re-write process, so the Citizens
Group worked for over 3 years to amend the
Plan. Dept. Draft so that it better protects
Atlanta’s unique tree canopy and ensures
appropriate public participation.
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Balanced Protection for Existing Trees
Ø Citizens

Amended Draft: Priority Trees
protected outside of Limits of
Disturbance area (impervious area);
priority to protect trees in setbacks.

Ø Plan.

Dept. has complicated
requirements and loopholes that
would allow removal of 50-90% of
tree canopy on single family lots*.

* Plan. Dept. proposed zoning code changes would allow
100% tree/canopy removal on SFR lots w/in 1/2 mile of
MARTA rail stations

Preserve Appeals
Ø Citizens

Draft preserves appeals for
residents of the NPU or adjacent NPU.

Ø Plan.

Dept. Draft effectively
eliminates the public/neighborhood
appeals process for trees. *

* This is consistent with Plan. Dept. proposal to

change SFR to MR-MU, which would also eliminate
the public input process currently available
for rezonings.

Tree Preservation on
Commercial & Multifamily
Ø Citizens

Draft requires a Tree Save or
Planting Area, especially for multi-family
sites, with options for payment-in-lieu to
Tree Trust Fund & cap-and-trade for
commercial sites.
Ø Plan. Dept. Draft has no tree save
requirement for any mixed use and
multifamily sites.
Ø People deserve to live with trees!

These trees will never provide
the cooling value, stormwater
mitigation or carbon storage
services that large canopy trees
in healthy older soils can. And
their survival rate is only 50%.

Tree Trust Fund
Ø Citizens

Draft preserves the role of
the Tree Conservation Commission to
recommend Tree Trust Fund spending
priorities to Council.
Ø Plan. Dept. Draft takes away Commission’s
role and gives Plan. Dept. sole control of
TTF budget.
Ø 2020 City audit found numerous instances
of Plan. Dept.’s improper use of funds.
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Provisions for Homeowners
Citizens Draft:
Ø Allows

homeowners to remove 1 or more nonPriority Trees with combined DBH up to 20
inches (more flexible than Plan. Dept. Draft),

Ø Allows

City Arborists to assess hazardous trees
on neighboring properties (currently not
allowed),

Ø Provides

funding assistance to low income
homeowners from TTF for assessment and
removal of hazardous trees (in both drafts).
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Closing Current Loopholes
Citizens Draft:
Ø

Requires prior City Arborist approval for tree
removal proposed for a zoning variance (Plan.
Dept. Draft continues this current loophole).

Ø

Prevents tree removal from protected floodplains
(Plan. Dept. Draft maintains this current loophole
to remove 10% of floodplain trees for no reason).

Ø

Allows a builder to impact a neighbor’s Boundary
Tree only up to 33% but not destroy it (Plan. Dept.
Draft continues the current loophole which allows
builders to cut down neighbors’ trees that would
otherwise be protected).
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Best Trees
ØCitizens

Draft identifies highest
value trees to preserve based on
species (native to our ecosystem)
and size (appropriate by species).

ØPlan.

Dept. Draft has incomplete
tree list with inappropriate sizes
listed for some species.
13 Creek, City of Atlanta
Proctor

Replanting
Ø Citizens

Draft has simple reasonable
requirements that ensure new trees will be
replanted only where there is enough room
for healthy growth.

Ø Plan.

Dept.'s complex requirements
allows replanting trees off-site on private
properties where they could be cut down
later, and allows developers to avoid paying
recompense for trees they cut.
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Dead, Dying & Hazardous Trees
Ø Citizens

Draft adds clear and biologically
correct standards to ensure consistent Arborist
decisions on which trees are DDH.

Ø Plan.

Dept. Draft continues current vague and
inconsistent ways to identify DDH trees, which
is often abused by developers to avoid paying
recompense.

Ø City

Arborists approved 94% of DDH removal
applications in 2020, up from 84% in the last
half of 2019*.

* Data for all 4 quarters of

2019 is not available.
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Proposed Changes to Atlanta Zoning Code Would
Eliminate Existing Tree Protection
Ø Plan.

Dept. proposes that properties
within 1/2 mile of MARTA stations be
rezoned from single-family-resid. to
MR-MU (commercial) where the Tree
Ordinance will not apply.

Ø Further,

allowing an increase in lot
coverage from 50-55% to 75%, would
mean clearcutting all such lots, w/out
even room for effective replanting.
(Now under revision by Plan Dept.)

Typical R-4A lot
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Rezoned to
MR-MU

Plan. Dept. Draft Based on
Arbitrary Standards
Would allow Plan. Dept. staff to make
arbitrary decisions that impact
buildable area on lots.*
Ø Could easily result in inconsistent
application of the law.
Ø

* This fits a pattern of consolidating powers in the

Plan. Dept. including and beyond the scope of the
Tree Ordinance, such as abuse of TTF monies,
eliminating public input from proposed zoning
changes, etc.
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In Summary
The Planning Dept. draft:
Ø

Will not reduce tree loss and may even increase it,

Ø

Essentially eliminates the right of appeal,

Ø

Has no tree save requirements for multifamily & commercial, and

Ø

Is complicated and contradictory.

The Citizens Amended draft:
Ø
Ø

Will preserve more trees in single-family-residential developments and
subdivisions,
Preserves the right of appeal,

Ø

Has tree save or green space requirements for multifamily & commercial,

Ø

Is clear and simple, and

Ø

Has more flexibility for homeowners to remove small trees, and more
protection from hazardous trees
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What You Can Do to Help
Ø Ask

Councilmembers and CDHS Committee
Chair Matt Westmoreland to:
Ø Support the amended Citizen Blended Tree
Ordinance Draft as introduced to Council by
Council Member Michael Bond.
Ø Support ONLY allowing higher density in
trade for affordable housing units, NOT
blanket rezonings near MARTA stations.
Ø Subscribe to CityintheForest.org for updates,
sample letters and email addresses.
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Write or Call City Council Members
https://citycouncil.atlantaga.gov/council-members
https://cityintheforestorg.wordpress.com/takeaction/

For More Information Contact:
Kathryn Kolb

kathrynkolb@bellsouth.net

Howard Katzman

hjkatzman@outlook.com
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